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Abstract
Real-time digital video coding became a mandatory feature in current consumer electronic devices due to the popularization
of video applications. However, efficiently encoding videos is an extremely processing/energy-demanding task, especially
at high resolutions and frame rates. Thus, the limited energy resources and the dynamically varying system status (such
as workload, battery level, user settings, etc.) require energy-efficient solutions capable to support run-time energy-quality
scalability. In this work, we present an energy-quality scalable SAD Unit hardware architecture for the HEVC intra-frame
prediction targeting real-time processing of UHD 8K (7680 × 4320) videos at 60 frames per second. Approximate computing
is used to provide energy-quality scalability by employing configurable imprecise operators. The proposed Energy-Quality
scalable architecture supports four operation points: precise computing, and 3-bit, 5-bit or 7-bit imprecision. When implemented in a 45-nm technology using Nangate standard cells library and running at 269 MHz, the proposed architecture
consumes from 8.42 to 7.38 mJ to process each UHD 8K frame, according to the selected imprecision level. As a drawback,
the coding efficiency (measured in BD rate) is reduced from 0.28 to 1.72%. Compared to the related works, this is the only
intra-frame prediction SAD unit able to provide energy-quality scalability.
Keywords Energy-quality scalability · Video coding · Intra-prediction · SAD · Scalable hardware design · Approximate
computing

1 Introduction
The omnipresence of digital videos and the increasing
demand for higher resolutions (Full HD, UHD 4K, and UHD
8K), higher frame rates (60 fps, 120 fps, etc.), better color
representations (HDR—high dynamic range), and immersive experience (3D and omnidirectional videos) drastically
increased the amount of video content to be processed,
stored, and transmitted. As a result, video traffic over the
internet consumed more than 56 exabytes per month in 2017,
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using 75% of the global internet traffic [1]. In this trend, it
is expected that video contents will consume 240 exabytes
per month by 2022, or 82% of the total internet traffic [1].
Consequently, the pressure between the fast-increasing traffic and the limited network expansion has been pushing the
evolution of video encoders along the last couple of decades.
As a response, each new video coding standard generation
has introduced novel/improved algorithms and data structures, to improve the coding efficiency.
An efficient implementation of a video encoder represents a large challenge when it comes to real-time systems,
due to the huge computational effort that is demanded. For
instance, the state-of-the-art video coding standard—HEVC
(high efficiency video coding) [2]—demands a coding effort
up to five times higher than its predecessor H.264, to provide
twice the coding efficiency [3, 4]. However, the design of
encoding systems becomes even more challenging as most
video-capable devices are mobile systems featuring limited
energy resources/battery capacity. These devices also must
be able to capture digital videos, requiring efficient video
encoder implementations to store or transmit the captured
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videos. According to [1], about 10 exabytes of internet traffic
were generated per month from/to mobile devices in 2017,
and this number may exceed the 68 exabytes by 2022. Therefore, there is a prevailing need for energy-efficient encoding
solutions able to sustain high coding efficiency and long
battery life. In this scenario, the employment of hardware
acceleration has become a mandatory approach to deal with
the severe performance and energy constraints.
A variety of low-power/energy-efficient solutions for several video encoder functional units have been proposed in
the literature, supported on several coding standards such
as HEVC, H.264, VP-9/10, etc. These proposals include
hardware architectures for intra- and inter-prediction [5–10],
transforms and quantization [11–13], filters [14–16], and
entropy encoding modules [17–19]. The employed techniques to reduce power/energy include algorithmic simplification [20, 21], data subsampling [22, 23], and approximate computing [24–26], among others. However, these
solutions implement power/energy-oriented optimizations
that pose quality losses. In the scope of this work, quality
refers to the application quality—instead of video quality—
defined as the coding efficiency calculated by a function of
bit rate and objective video quality [27]. Such losses are
acceptable, especially for real-time systems, as video processing is known as an error-tolerant application [28], i.e.,
resilient to numerically imprecise partial results. However,
defining the optimal balance between energy consumption
and quality is not a simple task, since it highly depends on
the video content (resolution, frame rate, motion, texture,
etc.). Additionally, user preferences and ever-changing system status (battery status, workload, etc.) may modify the
desired Energy-Quality (EQ) tradeoff. Thus, it is necessary
to develop efficient and effective EQ-scalable video coding systems that support run-time adaptation, by navigating
through the distinct EQ tradeoff operation points.
Approximate computing arises as a major approach to
reduce energy consumption, providing an additional knob
to control EQ scalability. Some hardware architectures
employing approximate computing for the HEVC encoder
have already been proposed for the motion estimation [25,
26] and for the transforms unit [24, 29]. However, none of
these solutions provide support to EQ scalability. Moreover,
no approximate solution targeting the intra-frame prediction unit has been found in the literature, leaving an important research gap. Intra-frame prediction is a critical task
at the encoder side, being responsible for reducing intraframe redundancies, by selecting the best intra-prediction
mode out of 35 possible modes and five block sizes: 4 × 4,
8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 [30] (see Sect. 2). This
is particularly relevant when considering that HEVC has
a much larger exploration space when compared to previous standards, such as H.264, that only defines nine prediction modes and three block sizes [31]. However, evaluating
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multiple prediction modes requires multiple calculations of
the distortion criterion, becoming one of the major processing/energy bottlenecks within the prediction process.
The SAD (sum of absolute differences) [32] is the most
used criterion in real-time systems and represents a major
point for optimization. As an example, the encoding of the
NebutaFestival sequence [33] (2560 × 1600 resolution) by
the HEVC reference software (HM 16.2) [34] using the
all intra configuration [33] requires (on average) almost
12 million SAD calculations per frame. Considering all the
supported block sizes, a total of 716.8 million samples are
compared per frame using SAD. For a 2-h video, a total of
309 trillion samples are compared. Therefore, proposing an
efficient and scalable intra-prediction solution employing
approximate computing to optimize the SAD operators is
a highly promising approach and it will be the focus of this
work. This claim is further supported by our own experiments (considering CTC Class A video sequences [33] in
HM 16.2 encoder [34]—see Sect. 3.2 for methodology
details) which show that 49.92% and 22.37% of the encoding time are dedicated to inter-prediction and intra-prediction, respectively, i.e., the two prediction modules consume
73.29% of the total encoding time. Hence, since the SAD
[or the Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences (SATD)]
is required to evaluate all possible prediction candidates,
optimizing the SAD calculation is a key aspect to improve
the power efficiency of the global encoder.
By considering this observation, an energy-quality scalable hardware architecture of a massively parallel SAD calculation unit targeting the HEVC intra-prediction module
and featuring an arithmetic operator with multiple levels of
imprecision will be presented. The proposed architecture is a
considerable enhancement of the computing unit proposed in
[31], which was able to process UHD 8K videos in real time
but did not offer any configurability. Moreover, the newly
presented SAD solution can be also used in inter-prediction
architectures or as a basic block for other similarity criteria,
including the SATD.
The main contributions are described below:
• Evaluation of imprecise adder operators: six approxi-

mate adder operators were evaluated in the context of
the HEVC intra-prediction considering power, quality,
delay, area, and power–delay product;
• Definition of viable EQ operation points: supported on
the power characterization of the operators, different
LOA (Lower-Part-OR Adder) implementations considering distinct number of approximate bits were used to
define four EQ operation points;
• Design of an optimized and configurable adder: an optimized operator was designed, supporting run-time selection among four EQ operation points with reduced area
overhead;
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• Conception of an EQ-scalable intra-frame SAD unit: a

new HW architecture to implement the SAD unit and
to provide real-time performance for up to UHD 8K at
60 fps was designed. The proposed architecture features
35 SAD trees and allows run-time EQ scalability by
selecting among four EQ operation points.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. The next section
briefly reviews the HEVC intra-prediction module definition.
Section 3 presents the considered set of imprecise adders, as
well as a preliminary evaluation of these adders by considering the coding efficiency and hardware implementation.
These experiments were used to define which imprecise
adder is the most appropriate to design an energy-quality
scalable architecture targeting the SAD calculation. Section 4 presents the conducted experiments to define the most
convenient operation points of the intra-prediction SAD
unit and Sect. 5 presents the proposed energy-quality scalable SAD unit architecture. Section 6 discusses the reached
results and compares them with related works. Finally, conclusions are addressed and presented in Sect. 7.

2 HEVC intra‑prediction
The HEVC intra-prediction module supports 35 prediction
modes (33 directional and two non-directional modes) [30].
The directional modes are suitable for areas with directional
structures and the remaining two modes, planar and DC, are
suitable for homogeneous areas.
Figure 1 depicts an 8 × 8 example block (white squares),
to be predicted using 33 previously encoded reference samples (non-white squares). Generically, 4N + 1 reference
samples are needed to predict each N × N block. Every
intra-predicted block must go through three different steps:
p[-1][-1]

p[0][-1]

p[N-1][-1]

p[2N-1][-1]

p[-1][0]

N

p[-1][N-1]

p[-1][2N-1]

2N

pre-filtering of reference samples, sample prediction, and
post-filtering of predicted samples [30]. The pre-filtering is
used when adjacent reference samples have notable discrepancies in their values. In these cases, unwanted artifacts may
appear in blocks predicted by some combinations of block
size and prediction mode. To mitigate this effect, smoothing filters are applied to the reference samples before block
prediction. The adopted filter is a function of the block size
and the used prediction mode.
The sample prediction step is where the prediction actually occurs, i.e., where the prediction blocks are computed
using the 35 available prediction modes and it is where these
blocks are compared with the current block to select which
blocks are the best options to encode the current block. This
step is the core of the intra-prediction operation.
Considering a 64 × 64 Coding Tree Block (CTB) [35],
the predictors are applied over four different block sizes:
4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 [30]. Since there are 35 prediction modes, 140 combinations of prediction parameters
are allowed. The considered predictions are compared to
the original block using some distortion criterion [32]. The
HM [34] implementation of HEVC intra-prediction allows
the use of the SAD and SATD [32] distortion criteria. The
distortion criterion that shall be considered in this article is
the SAD, since it is the most frequently used in video encoding [32]. This distortion must be calculated for all available block sizes inside a CTB, from 4 × 4 to 64 × 64 [36].
Since there are no predictors for 64 × 64 blocks, when the
four 32 × 32 blocks that form a 64 × 64 block use the same
prediction, these blocks are joined together to generate the
prediction for the 64 × 64 block [34].
The last step of the intra-prediction module is the postprocessing filter, which is used to reduce the discontinuities
that some of the intra-prediction modes can generate for the
predicted samples located at the top and left borders of the
predicted block [30].
Since the HEVC intra-prediction supports four block
sizes and 35 prediction modes, the evaluation of all these
prediction candidates through the HEVC rate-distortion optimization (RDO) process [35, 36] is impractical. As a result,
the HEVC reference software [34] uses two heuristics to
define some local decisions intending to reduce the global
encoder complexity. The first one is the rough mode decision
(RMD) [37], which selects only a few number of prediction modes to be evaluated by the full RDO: eight for 4 × 4
and 8 × 8 blocks and three for 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 blocks
[37]. The second heuristic is used to increase the coding
efficiency, by adding three additional most probable modes
(MPMs) [30] in the RDO evaluation, for each block size.

N=8

Fig. 1  An 8 × 8 block to be predicted (white squares) using 33 reference samples (non-white squares)
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3 Imprecise adder structures
The main idea that is explored in this article is the use of
distinct levels of imprecise arithmetic to scale the power
consumption of a high-throughput intra-prediction architecture. In particular, since the sum of absolute differences
(SAD) is the dominant operator in the intra-prediction
implementation, it was selected to use imprecise adders.
The first investigation to support this design was the selection of the most adequate imprecise operator that reaches
the best results in this scenario. This selection was based on
a thorough evaluation of these operators when used in the
HEVC intra-prediction.

3.1 Imprecise arithmetic operators
There are many imprecise operators in the literature, and
this article focuses on six of them: Accuracy-Configurable
Adder [38], Carry Cut-Back Adder [39], two versions of
the Error-Tolerant Adder, [40] and [41], Generic AccuracyConfigurable Adder [42], and Lower-Part-OR Adder [43].
The Accuracy-Configurable Adder (ACA-II) was proposed in [38]. It segments the addition, distributing the
imprecision through the used sub-adders. Three overlapped
sub-adders are used to reduce the carry propagation.
The Carry Cut-Back Adder (CCB), proposed in [39], is
also a segment-based approximate operator. It uses the carry
propagate signal from the most significant bits (MSB) to cut
the carry propagation of low significance bits (LSB). CCB
uses manifold propagate signals and multiplexers to shorten
the propagation chain, reducing the adder critical path [39].
The Error-Tolerant Adders (ETA) were proposed in [40,
41] and two versions of this adder are considered in this
article: ETA-I and ETA-IV. The ETA-I [40] is an approximate adder that splits the addition into two non-overlapped
sub-adders. The imprecision is only applied in the LSB.
The imprecise ETA-I sub-adder checks every bit position
from left to right (MSB to LSB). If both input bits are “0”
or different, normal one-bit addition is performed and the
operation proceeds to next bit position. Otherwise, if both
input bits are “1”, the checking process stopped and from
this bit onward, all sum bits to the right are set to “1” [40].
The ETA-IV [41] also splits the addition into two non-overlapping sub-adders, but in this case the carry propagation is
reduced through specialized units that generate the carries
from the imprecise LSB part to the precise MSB sub-adder.
The Generic Accuracy-Configurable Adder (GeAr) was
proposed in [42]. It presents a fully configurable imprecise
adder, where the number of sub-adder units can be selected
and, for each sub-adder, the number of carry prediction bits,
the number of sum bits and the bit width can be selected
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according to the application needs. This adder uses overlapped sub-adders.
The Lower-Part-OR Adder (LOA) was proposed in [43].
It splits the addition into two non-overlapped sub-adders.
The MSB sub-adder does not use any imprecision technique
and it is a conventional full adder. The imprecision is applied
at the LSB sub-adder, which is significantly simplified. The
carry propagation is eliminated in the LSB sub-adder and a
simply bitwise OR is applied to the inputs. An extra AND is
used in the most significant bits of this LSB adder to generate the carry-in for the MSB sub-adder, to reduce the imprecision [43].

3.2 Imprecise adders comparison and evaluation
A first evaluation of the considered imprecise adders was
done to identify the configurations of these operators with
higher potential to be applied in the SAD calculation of the
HEVC intra-prediction.
This first evaluation considered 26 different configurations of these six imprecise adders. The evaluated adders
were described in C++ and stimulated using 99,840 samples, extracted from the first frame from a class D test
video sequence (BasketballPass_416x240_50.yuv). Since
the video samples are 8-bit wide, the adders bit width was
also defined as 8 bits. The imprecise adder results were also
compared to a conventional (and precise) adder. The evaluation criteria were the following: average error and standard
deviation. According to this preliminary evaluation, the configurations with the best results were: (1) ACA-II using the
4-bit overlapped sub-adders; (2) CCB using 2-bit sub-adders
and one bit for the cut-back; (3) ETA-I using three precise
and five imprecise bits; (4) ETA-IV using three sub-adders
(3 bits, 3 bits, 2 bits), two bits in the first carry generation
and three bits in the second carry generation; (5) GeAr using
two 5-bit overlapped sub-adders; and (6) LOA using three
precise and five imprecise bits. Table 1 shows a summary
of this evaluation.
The second conducted evaluation identified the best configurations (among the six previously identified imprecise
adders) that provide the best results in the particular context
Table 1  Hardware evaluation of the considered adder structures
Adder

Average error

Standard
deviation

ACA-II
CCB
ETA-I
ETA-IV
GeAr
LOA

5.34
7.13
15.44
1
4.27
13.82

11.60
6.88
32.67
0
9.56
29.32
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of the HEVC intra-prediction. For such purpose, the HEVC
reference software (HM 16.2) [34] was used to measure the
coding efficiency impacts. Hence, besides the original HM
version, other six modified versions were generated, one for
each previously presented imprecise adder. The imprecise
operators were only considered in the first stage of the HM
intra-prediction SAD operations to avoid accumulated error
effects. This first SAD operation corresponds to the subtraction that is needed to generate the sum of absolute differences, as will be detailed in Sect. 5. The flag used in HM to
enable (or not) the use of Hadamard in the intra-prediction
module was disabled to guarantee that only SAD operations
are enabled and SATD is not allowed [34].
The results of this experiment were evaluated using the
output BD rate [27], which depicts the percentage increase
(or decrease) in the number of bits that are necessary to
represent the encoded video, considering the same objective image quality (PSNR). This experiment considered the
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [33] defined by the HEVC
community. Then, the 24 video sequences recommended
by the CTC (with resolutions varying from 2560 × 1600 to
416 × 240 pixels) and four QP values (22, 27, 32 and 37)
were used, giving rise to a total of 576 evaluations using the
All Intra HM configuration [33].
The results of this experiment are presented in Table 2,
considering the six classes of videos defined in the CTCs.
According to these results, the lowest impacts in terms
of average BD rate were obtained for ETA-IV and LOA
adders, since these adders present the best results for all
video classes.
A complimentary experiment was done to evaluate the
power dissipation of these imprecise adders in a hardware
implementation, as the focus of this work is to provide a
low-energy and EQ-scalable solution. Note that an accurate
energy estimation is not possible at this point, since it would
require a full architectural (number of operators and parallelism) and data content (video resolution and frame rate)
information. In accordance, these operators were evaluated
by considering their average power dissipation. This power
evaluation was done using more than two billion samples
extracted from FourPeople test sequence [33].

Table 2  BD-rate increase as a
result of using imprecise adders
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Average
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Table 3  Hardware evaluation of the considered adder structures
Adder

Power (µW)

Area (Kgates) Delay (ps)

PDP
(× 10−3)

RCA
CLA
ACA-II
CCB
ETA-I
ETA-IV
GeAr
LOA

129
137
130
125
106
134
128
105

0.535
0.579
0.516
0.506
0.512
0.549
0.496
0.480

116.75
106.04
102.18
117.63
86.28
111.09
103.04
72.77

905
774
786
941
814
829
805
693

Table 3 presents the obtained results for the six considered imprecise adders and two precise adders—Ripple
Carry Adder (RCA) and Carry-Lookahead Adder (CLA)—
considering power dissipation, delay, silicon area, and
Power–Delay Product (PDP).
Figure 2 represents these implementation results using
radar charts, to facilitate this multi-variable comparison. The
different axis reflects the percentage of increase or decrease
in each criterion when compared to RCA and the smallest
gray area depicts the best result when all compared variables are considered together. The BD-rate measures from
the previous experiment were also inserted in these charts
to allow a complete comparison.
According to these results, the best adder in all evaluated criteria was LOA, with outstanding results in delay and
PDP. The GeAr adder posed in second place in terms of area
usage, ACA-II reached the second in delay, ETA-I was the
second in power consumption and in PDP. Some imprecise
adders even reached worst results than RCA and CLA in
some compared criteria, as presented in Table 3 (see PDP
results). CLA presented the highest power dissipation and
area but reduced delay. Therefore, its PDP was lower than
some approximate adders (CCB and ETA-IV).
In accordance, one can conclude that LOA reached the
best results when all compared variables are considered
together, since it presented the smallest gray area among all
the radar charts. In fact, although LOA has slightly worst BD
rate than ETA-IV, the LOA hardware results are much better

ACA-II (%)

CCB (%)

ETA-I (%)

ETA-IV (%)

GeAr (%)

LOA
(%)

1.81
2.36
2.92
2.42
3.76
2.22
2.52

1.09
1.32
1.39
1.23
2.38
1.58
1.45

1.11
1.38
1.39
1.26
2.31
0.67
1.32

0.39
0.39
0.33
0.35
0.65
0.05
0.35

1.21
1.45
1.66
1.33
2.48
1.33
1.53

0.65
0.77
0.76
0.71
1.19
0.11
0.68
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Fig. 2  Multi-variable comparison of the imprecise adders related to RCA
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than ETA-IV for all considered criteria. LOA adders also
have an interesting characteristic: the imprecision level can
be changed. In fact, it is possible to design a configurable
solution using multiple levels of imprecision, with distinct
impacts in area, delay and, mainly, in power. This discussion
will be detailed in the next section.
Hence, considering the described LOA features and the
reached evaluation results, it was selected to be used in the
architecture presented in this article. It presents a better support to design an energy-quality scalable SAD architecture
and it reached the best results in terms of power consumption and delay, which is also important to process 8K videos
in an energy-efficient way.
As mentioned before, the Lower-Part-OR Adder splits the
addition into two non-overlapped sub-adders, as presented
in Fig. 3. The MSB sub-adder does not use any imprecision
technique and it is a conventional full adder. The imprecision is applied at the LSB sub-adder, which is significantly
simplified. The carry propagation is eliminated in the LSB
sub-adder and a simply bitwise OR is applied to the inputs.
An extra AND is used in the most significant bits of this
LSB adder to generate the carry-in for the MSB sub-adder,
to reduce the imprecision [43].

4 Energy‑quality scalable SAD unit
This section presents the proposed energy-quality scalable
SAD Unit architecture. It was designed to be fully compliant
with a previously proposed intra-prediction module [31],
supporting all 35 intra-prediction modes and being able to
process 64 × 64 CTBs. Each 64 × 64 CTB contains a total
of 256, 64, 16, 4, and 1 blocks of sizes 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16,
32 × 32, and 64 × 64, respectively. Hence, when considering a 64 × 64 CTB, a total of 341 individual blocks must be
processed.

Fig. 3  Lower-Part-OR Adder
structure

An

Bn

4.1 Base SAD unit architecture
The block diagram of the SAD unit that was proposed in
[31] is presented in Fig. 4. This architecture was designed
to process ultra-high-resolution videos in real time, by supporting the encoding of UHD 8K videos. To allow this very
high throughput, the architecture makes use of 35 parallel
SAD trees. Each SAD tree can process one 16 × 16, 8 × 8 or
4 × 4 input block in only one single clock cycle; the 32 × 32
blocks are processed in four cycles and the 64 × 64 blocks
are processed in 16 cycles.
The external interface of this SAD unit simultaneously
receives the 8-bit input samples from the original block and
the corresponding samples of the 35 predicted blocks. Each
SAD tree receives a different candidate block, but all SAD
trees receive the same block to be predicted. The block size
control is done through the SelBlock signal. This unit also
outputs the SADs of the 35 predicted blocks, using 16 bits.
Figure 4 details its internal architecture, composed of an
array of SAD trees, numbered from 0 to 34, corresponding
to each intra-prediction mode. The SelBlock signal controls
a MUX responsible to select blocks of size 4 × 4, 8 × 8,
16 × 16, and ¼ of a 32 × 32 when the signal values are “00”,
“01”, “10”, and “11”, respectively.
Considering the very high level of parallelism that is
adopted in this intra-prediction architecture, the processing
of a complete CTB composed of the 341 candidate blocks
requires a total of 368 clock cycles. Since each UHD 8K
video frame (7680 × 4320 pixels) includes a total of 12,150
64 × 64 CTBs (considering a 4:2:0 color subsampling [32]),
one frame is processed in 4,471,200 clock cycles and a minimum operation frequency of 268.3 MHz is required to process 60 frames per second.

Ad Bd

Ad-1 Bd-1

A0 B0

Cin

MSB
Sub-Adder
PRECISE PART
Sn

IMPRECISE PART
Sd

Sd-1

S0
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Fig. 4  Block diagram of the
configurable SAD unit

4.2 Imprecise operation points definition
The preliminary evaluations that were conducted in Sect. 3
identified LOA as the best option to implement the aimed
energy-quality scalable intra-prediction SAD unit architecture. In this section, a new set of experiments is considered
to define the imprecise operation points of this architecture.
For such purpose, eight SAD tree configurations were considered, corresponding to multiple levels of imprecision and
energy-quality scalability. Once again, and similarly to the
discussion presented in Sect. 3, a power characterization of
the basic SAD units is used to make decisions towards a lowenergy and EQ-scalable architecture. In this evaluation, the
considered SAD tree configurations can process, in parallel,
a complete 16 × 16 samples block. Hence, each SAD tree
input is formed by 256 samples of the current block and 256
samples of the predicted block.
Since the SAD tree architecture has 8-bit inputs, eight
operating points were considered: without imprecision and
with 1 bit to 7 bits of imprecision. As discussed before, the
imprecision was inserted only in the first stage of the SAD
calculations, i.e., in the subtraction and modulo operations,
using LOA structures. The accumulation of the remaining
SAD tree layers is performed by conventional RCA operators to avoid error accumulation. Each SAD tree has nine

13

Table 4  SAD trees syntheses and BD-rate results

RCA
LOA1
LOA2
LOA3
LOA4
LOA5
LOA6
LOA7

Power
(mW)

Area
(Kgates)

BD-rate
increase
(%)

Power
reduction

Area
reduction

17.70
16.73
16.73
15.71
14.94
13.83
13.10
11.93

31.68
31.33
31.34
29.65
28.65
26.71
26.25
24.47

0
0.27
0.26
0.28
0.40
0.68
1.14
1.72

–
5.48%
5.48%
11.24%
15.59%
21.86%
25.99%
32.60%

–
1.10%
1.07%
6.41%
9.56%
15.69%
17.14%
22.76%

levels of combinational operations and the number of arithmetic operators per level is 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2
and 1. The SAD tree architectures were designed to evaluate
the power and area gains of each imprecision level when
compared with the precise version. These architectures were
described in VHDL and the synthesis considered the same
methodology that was presented in Sect. 3.
These seven imprecise SAD calculation setups were
also implemented in a modified HM reference software to
evaluate the coding efficiency impacts of each imprecision
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reductions can be obtained with very low coding efficiency
losses by considering the application target and the device
status. A fourth architectural operation point was defined as
the precise version, without any coding efficiency losses.

4.3 Energy‑quality scalable SAD tree architecture

Fig. 5  Power reduction (%) vs. BD-rate increase (%)

level. This evaluation used the same methodology shown in
Sect. 3. The obtained synthesis and HM evaluation results
are presented in Table 4. RCA refers to the precise version.
Imprecise versions are referred to as LOA and the number
following the abbreviation indicates the number of imprecise
bits that are used in the arithmetic operators. In general, the
higher is the imprecision level, the lower is the area and
power dissipation, and the higher is the BD-rate degradation.
The obtained results, corresponding to the relation
between power reduction and BD-rate increase, were used
to define the set of operation points to be considered in the
SAD unit. Figure 5 shows a chart that presents this relation.
The final decision was to include LOA3, LOA5, and LOA7
as the imprecise operation points of the SAD tree architecture, since power dissipation reductions are meaningful and
close to 10%, 20%, and 30%. The BD-rate increase for these
three imprecise operation points was 0.3%, 0.7%, and 1.7%,
respectively.
These operation points are highlighted in Table 4 and in
Fig. 5. The reached results showed that impressive power

The proposed SAD tree architecture uses the same architectural template used in the base intra-prediction architecture
[31]. It was designed to process 512 input samples in parallel, 256 from the original block and 256 from the predicted
block. The architecture is fully combinatorial. This means
that the SAD of a 16 × 16 predicted block is calculated in
one single clock cycle. The main difference between the base
and the newly proposed architecture is in the first level of the
SAD units: while the base SAD tree architecture uses RCAs
to calculate the module of differences, the proposed SAD
tree uses a new configurable operator, denoted as Optimized
Configurable Adder (OCA), that will be presented in the
next paragraphs.
A straightforward and non-optimized approach to design
this configurable SAD architecture would simply instantiate
the four selected imprecise adder tree architectures (RCA,
LOA3, LOA5, and LOA7). The output of these four SAD
trees could be connected through a multiplexer, with the
output depending on the selected operation mode. However, besides using a large amount of hardware resources,
this non-optimized solution would also tend to increase the
power dissipation, since all adders of all SAD trees would
switch at each new input. Hence, since the complete intraprediction architecture uses 35 SAD calculation trees, the
application of further optimizations is even more important
to reduce the power dissipation and area. Thus, an optimized
SAD calculation tree was redesigned, by exploiting the sharing of common operations and operand isolation techniques.

Fig. 6  Block diagram of the
configurable SAD tree architecture
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Fig. 7  Block diagram of the optimized and configurable adder

Figure 6 shows a high-level block diagram of the configurable and optimized SAD calculation tree that is now
proposed. The most important element in this architecture
is the Optimized Configurable Adder (OCA) structure that
will be detailed in the next paragraphs. The Orig and Pred(n)
inputs refer to the 8-bit samples from the original block and
from one of the n candidate blocks. The output Sad(n) is
the computed SAD for the predicted block n, using 16 bits.
The SelBlock input has the same purpose as defined in the
base SAD Unit architecture and the SelOp input selects the
desired operation point.
The first level of the SAD tree is implemented with 256
OCA units, which implement a subtraction followed by the
module calculation, considering the four operation points
defined in the previous subsection. Both operations were
grouped to reduce the hardware consumption, using a combinatorial logic based on a Carry-Lookahead Adder [44]
with several simplifications, especially exploring the LOA
behavior. The Adders Tree block in Fig. 6 is responsible to
levels 2–9 of SAD calculations and it is used to accumulate
the absolute differences. As discussed in Sect. 3, this adders
tree employs RCA adders to avoid accumulated error effects.
The main idea that is explored in the OCA operator is
the reuse of as many bits as possible of the RCA and LOA
structures. Figure 7 presents its block diagram. The dotted
lines represent the carry propagation. This solution uses only
an 8-bit RCA, a 7-bit LOA, and some additional logic to
control the conditional carry propagation that supports the
four operation points defined in this article. Other additional
logic is required to organize the outputs, concatenating the
adequate LOA output bits with the adequate RCA output
bits to reach each configurable imprecision level. LOA3,
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LOA5, and LOA7 operation points share the three LOA less
significant bits and LOA5 and LOA7 also share other two
LOA bits, as presented in Fig. 7. The same behavior occurs
with RCA. As an example, LOA5 operation point will use
five bits from the LOA operator and three bits from the RCA
operator. The partial results are appropriately concatenated
to generate the operator results.
Hence, while the non-optimized solution would require
four independent 8-bit adders for each of the 256 operations, corresponding to one RCA, one LOA3 (5-bit RCA
plus 3-bit LOA), one LOA5 (3-bit RCA plus 5-bit LOA)
and one LOA7 (1-bit RCA plus 7-bit LOA); the proposed
optimized unit saves nine bits of RCA and eight bits of LOA,
corresponding to 52.9% of the RCA bits and 53.3% of the
LOA bits. These savings in area (and power) are especially
important when considering that the SAD tree uses 256 of
such operators.
The use of the OCA structure also allows an easy sharing
of the other SAD tree levels (2–9 in Fig. 6). In other words,
the same Adder Tree structure is used to all operation points.
Hence, only 255 operators are used in levels 2–9 of the optimized SAD tree architecture, saving 765 adders. Considering the number of adder bits, this solution uses 2542 bits
of addition, instead of 10,168. This means that 75% of the
operators were saved in the Adders Tree.
Hence, when considering the whole SAD structure, the
proposed optimized unit requires 4590 RCA bits and 1792
LOA bits, instead of 14,520 RCA bits and 3840 LOA bits
that would be required without optimizations. This means
that the proposed optimized SAD tree saves 68.4% of RCA
bits and 53.3% of LOA bits. These expressive savings in
hardware resources are especially important when considering that 35 SAD trees are used in the SAD unit. Naturally, these area savings result in similar impacts in power
dissipation.
The operand isolation [45] technique was also applied
to further optimize the power dissipation, by isolating the
operators that are not used at each calculation. This isolation
is controlled by signals generated from SelBlock and SelOp,
presented in Figs. 6 and 7, and it is applied through an extra
AND gate inserted at each adder input.
The application of operand isolation considered two situations. The first is when the operation point is selected and
affects only the first SAD tree level, which is the configurable part of this architecture. In this case, since the OCA
operators are optimized at bit level, the operand isolation is
also applied at bit level and the 1-bit operators that are not
necessary for each operation point are isolated. The second
situation occurs over all nine levels of SAD tree architecture
whenever smaller block sizes are processed (8 × 8 or 4 × 4)
and a part of the adders is not necessary. As an example,
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Table 5  Optimized and configurable SAD tree architecture results
Evaluation criteria

Area (Kgates)
Area increase
Power (mW)
Power reduction

Original
SAD tree

38.1
20.3
–

Optimized and configurable
SAD tree
RCA

LOA3

LOA5

LOA7

43.9
15.0%
14.9
26.5%

14.1
30.3%

13.4
33.8%

12.8
36.8%

Table 6  Energy-quality scalable SAD unit results
Evaluation criteria

Original SAD
unit

Energy-quality scalable
SAD unit

for each of the defined operating points for the optimized
architecture.
The presented results emphasize the significant reductions in power dissipation that are obtained with the optimized architecture when compared to the original base version. These power reductions, varying from 26.5 to 36.8%,
arise from the adoption of operand isolation techniques.
Despites supporting four operation points and using the extra
hardware required to implement the operand isolation, the
configurable and optimized architecture used only 15% more
area than the original version. Even with this extra area, the
power gains were expressive.

5.2 Energy‑quality scalable SAD unit

RCA LOA3 LOA5 LOA7

The proposed EQ-scalable SAD unit intra-prediction architecture was fully described in VHDL and synthesized using
the Cadence Encounter RTL compiler tool, targeting the
Nangate standard cells library for 45 nm technology at 1.1 V
[46]. To guarantee real-time processing of 8K UHD resolution (7680 × 4320 pixels) at 60 fps, the target operating
frequency was defined as 269 MHz. The required hardware
resources are presented in equivalent nand2 gates, obtained
by dividing the total circuit area by the area of a nand2 cell
(0.8 μm2) in this technology. The power dissipation results
considered a switch activity of 25%.

This subsection discusses the obtained experimental results
after the implementation of the proposed energy-quality
scalable SAD unit. This structure simultaneously processes
all prediction modes (and block sizes) defined by the HEVC
intra-prediction specification.
Table 6 presents the gate count, power dissipation (considering a switch activity of 25%), consumed energy (to process one 8K UHD frame), and coding efficiency degradation
in terms of BD rate (used to measure the application quality,
as discussed in Sect. 1) for the original (precise) architecture
and for the proposed EQ-scalable architecture, when running on each operation point: RCA (precise mode), LOA3,
LOA5, and LOA7.
The obtained results show that the proposed SAD Unit
architecture provides a reduction of the consumed energy
between 27 and 36%, when compared to the original architecture. One can also observe that even the precise solution
(RCA) is more power efficient than the original architecture,
as a result of the application of the operand isolation technique. Hence, the total energy required to process a UHD 8K
frame is reduced from 11.53 mJ down to 8.42 mJ, considering a precise computation. When employing the considered
approximate operation points, the energy consumption drops
to 8.02 mJ (LOA3), 7.68 mJ (LOA5) and 7.38 mJ (LOA7).
Note that power and energy are proportional in this case, as
the throughput/frame processing time remains constant for
the same resolution and frame rate. These energy savings
come at the cost of a consequent BD-rate increase, ranging
from 0.28 (LOA3) to 1.72% (LOA7), and of an area increase
of 6.8%. These BD-rate results were obtained according to
the CTC [33].

5.1 Optimized and configurable SAD tree

5.3 Energy‑quality scalability

Table 5 presents the area and power consumption results
of the configurable SAD tree architecture, when compared
with the original non-configurable base structure (using
only RCAs). The power dissipation results are presented

A detailed characterization relating the energy consumption reduction and the consequent BD-rate variation for different video resolutions and imprecise operation points is
presented in Fig. 8. The average results of each class were

Area (Kgates)
Area increase
Power (mW)
Energy/frame (mJ)
Energy reduction
BD-rate losses

1288.7
–
692.3
11.53
–
0%

1388.3
7.7%
505.3
8.42
27.0%
0%

481.2
8.02
30.5%
0.28%

461.3
7.68
33.4%
0.68%

443.1
7.38
36.0%
1.72%

when an 8 × 8 block is processed, only 127 outputs of the
SAD tree operators are necessary.
The additional hardware (and the consequent power overhead) that is introduced by the operand isolation technique
is widely justified, since the SelBlock and SelOp control
signals tend to be stable for a high number of input blocks
during the video encoding process.

5 Experimental evaluation
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(a)
1.00

Energy per Frame (mJ)

Fig. 8  Energy (a) and BD-rate
(b) variations for different resolutions and different operation
points
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LOA3
LOA5
LOA7

0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
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(b)

Class C

Class D Class E

Class F

Class F *

Class A Class B Class C

Class D Class E

Class F

Class F *

2560x1600 1920x1080 832x480

416x240 1280x720

832x480

1280x720

Class A

Class B

3.0%
2.5%

BD-Rate (%)

2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
-0.5%
-1.0%

-1.5%

Fig. 9  Energy and video quality variation along the time for different operation points

considered for all the videos recommended in the CTC. In
these experiments, the proposed architecture executes at its
maximum operating frequency (269 MHz). From Fig. 8a,
one can observe that a Class A video frame (2560 × 1600)
requires about 1.03 mJ to be processed using RCA adders.
This consumed energy can be reduced to 0.91 mJ (− 12%)
by adopting imprecise calculations with the LOA7 operation
point, at the cost of a slight increase (1.28%) of BD rate.
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LOA3 and LOA5 operation points represent, respectively,
an energy reduction of 4% and 9% when compared to the
RCA-based prediction.
As expected, lower resolutions demand less energy per
frame due to the lower amount of data to be processed. However, no clear relation between video resolution and coding
efficiency was observed, as it can be observed in Fig. 8b.
This behavior is probably explained because the impact of
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imprecision depends on the video content (texture) rather
than on video resolution. In turn, the relation between the
imprecise operation points is consistent across all video resolutions. Furthermore, besides providing a very low BD-rate
increase for most setups, LOA3 even presents some coding
efficiency gains for Classes D (416 × 240) and F (832 × 480
and 1280 × 720): about 1.3% BD-rate reduction for Class D.
On the opposite side, LOA7 introduces the greatest losses,
ranging from 0.35 (Class D) up to 2.41% (Class E).
Whereas Fig. 8 demonstrates the scalability range in
terms of the introduced imprecision and video resolution,
Fig. 9 shows the EQ behavior along the time when the operation point is dynamically modified. In this experiment, 50
frames from the BQTerrace video sequence were encoded
at QP 27, according to the following conditions: frame 0–9
using the RCA configuration, frames 10–19 using the LOA3
configuration, fames 20–29 using LOA5, frames 30–39
using LOA7 and, finally, frames 40–49 using the RCA configuration. The energy consumption plateaus, defined by
each operation point, are easily observed. In turn, the video
quality presents a greater variation due to changes of video
content. Still, it is possible to observe that the resulting video
quality degradation is very small (PSNR reducing from 37.8
to 37.74 dB) observed when the imprecision level was at
its maximum (especially for LOA 7; frames 30–39). Since
there are no dependencies between frames, as soon as the
operation mode changes from LOA7 to RCA, a video quality
increase is immediately observed (see frame 40 in Fig. 9).
This behavior demonstrates that the proposed EQ-scalable
hardware architecture can be easily adjusted by an external
controller (e.g., battery level monitor) and it is suitable for
integration in a complete video encoder system.

6 Related works
The literature presents a few published works with hardware
results for the HEVC intra-prediction encoder, but none of
them refers to an energy-quality scalable architecture. There
are also some other works targeting the HEVC decoder,
such as [47–51], but the decoder does not require SAD calculations, making any comparison with the proposed unit
impractical. Actually, only a few published works targeting
the encoder present power or energy results and, in general,
the diversity of design options prevents a fair comparison.
Works like [52, 53] use SATD in their architectures
(instead of SAD), making a fair comparison with the presented work unfeasible. Despite focusing at the intra-prediction encoder, works like [54–56] only present the details
about the designed hardware for the block prediction and do
not discuss the introduced distortion.
Despite targeting a different standard-cells technology,
the works [8–10] use SAD as distortion criterion and some
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comparisons are actually possible. But it is important to
emphasize that none of these works present power or energy
results, nor they present independent results for the SAD
unit.
The hardware presented in [8] has a parallelism of 16
samples per cycle, uses pipeline and can process Full HD
videos at 30 fps. The necessary operation frequency to reach
this processing rate is 600 MHz, which is more than twice
higher than the operation frequency that is necessary by the
proposed structure to process UHD 8K videos. On the other
hand, such work used only 77Kgates, which is much less
than the area required by the developed architecture. The
applied simplifications cause a little drop of 0.13% in BD
rate.
The architecture proposed in [9] has a parallelism level
of 64 samples per cycle and uses an alternative processing order to reduce the memory accesses. This hardware
can process Full HD videos at 60 fps, running at 400 MHz
and using 324Kgates. Despite using less hardware than the
presented structure, the processing rate reached by [9] is
much lower, requiring a higher frequency to support a lower
resolution.
The work in [10] not only focuses on an efficient memory
hierarchy targeting the intra-prediction, but also it presents a
dedicated hardware structure. This hardware has a parallelism level of eight samples per cycle and runs at 500 MHz,
reaching a throughput able to process HD 720 p videos at
30 fps. This work also requires a higher operation frequency
than the proposed architecture to process lower resolutions,
as a result of the lower parallelism that is exploited. This
lower parallelism also allows the hardware presented in this
work to use only 36.7Kgates.
In [57], a high-throughput SAD implementation targeting motion estimation is presented. The authors use carrysave adder (CSA) trees to compress the absolute differences.
Synthesis results for a 180-nm technology report a 12.5%
delay improvement and 9% area reduction when compared
to a baseline CLA-based architecture. Although it is fair
to assume that [57] will lead to some power reduction, no
power analysis is provided. In turn, the presented solution
reaches up to 36.8% of power reduction. Moreover, since the
imprecise modules are restricted to the first level of adders
(where the differences are calculated—see Fig. 6) and the
solution in [57] focuses on the accumulation levels located
after absolute operators (levels 2–9 in the proposed architecture—see Fig. 6), both works can be deployed together
to deliver further improvements.
The work described in [58] proposes a low-cost SAD
architecture adopting 4–2 compressors. Compared to RCAbased architectures, 42–48% delay reduction is observed at
the cost of 31–39% area increase. Conversely, when compared with a baseline RCA structure, the proposed LOA
operators reduce the delay with a 7.7% area increase. The
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achieved power reduction ranges from 27 to 36%, whereas
[58] does not report power or energy results.
In [59], the authors propose a SAD operator that compresses the propagated data and optimizes the adder trees.
Synthesis results for TSMC 180 nm show that a 12.1%
area reduction is obtained when compared to a straightforward SAD implementation. The solution in [59] dissipates
461.5 mW at 227 MHz to process VGA motion estimation
in the context of H.264. The proposed intra-prediction unit
dissipates 443–505 mW to process the intra-prediction for
UHD 8K. These numbers are indicators of the efficiency of
the presented solution. However, it is not possible to directly
compare the related works since none present an energyquality scalable solution and they differ in terms of the target
application (the SAD operators are used in different encoder
units), video encoding standard and ASIC technology.

7 Conclusions
This article presented an energy-quality scalable SAD unit
architecture targeting the HEVC intra-prediction of UHD
8K videos. The energy-quality scalability was reached
using approximated computing implemented with imprecise
adders in four distinct operation points.
Six imprecise adders were evaluated, considering its coding efficiency and hardware results, leading to the selection
of LOA as the most convenient structure to be used in the
designed architecture. The definition of the operation points
was done by evaluating several independent implementations of SAD tree architectures. Through this evaluation,
four operation points were defined: RCA, LOA3, LOA5 and
LOA7.
The designed SAD unit used a configurable SAD tree
based on an optimized and configurable adder structure that
supports the four operation points. This optimized adder
(and the complete SAD tree) also used operand isolation
technique, to reduce the power dissipation. The proposed
SAD unit uses 35 parallel instances of the configurable SAD
to reach the desired throughput.
The energy-quality scalable SAD unit is able to implement the HEVC intra-prediction of UHD 8K videos at 60
frames per second running at 269 MHz and considering
four operation points. When compared with the previous
architecture [31], it reduces the required energy to process
one UHD 8K frame from 11.53 mJ down to 8.42 mJ (about
27%). Such energy reduction comes at the cost of a slight
coding efficiency loss of 0.28%, 0.68%, and 1.72% for the
three approximate operation points. Additional experiments
demonstrated that the proposed architecture allows EQ scalability for different resolutions and frame rates and can be
controlled by an external controller, being suitable for integration in an EQ-scalable video encoder system.
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Finally, it should be noted that the applied methodology
and the set of optimizations proposed to the SAD unit are
applicable in other encoding steps of the video encoder (such
as motion estimation), increasing its potential EQ scalability. Furthermore, it can also be used in other image/video
processing and computer vision algorithms that use SAD
as similarity criterion. Moreover, the OCA operators can be
employed to optimize the computation of other widely used
criteria such as SATD and SSE.
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